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Disclaimer:
This is not an official guide. The opinions and ideas expressed here are strictly my own, and
do not reflect the thoughts of the game’s creators.
I am writing this guide for completion of the game from start to finish, as well as for people to
easily find particular moments they could be stuck at. Don’t hesitate to Ctrl+F to whatever
section you may need. At the end of the document you may find all scenes by girl so you
may check which parts you may be missing. The descriptions can be a bit vague, as I don’t
want to spoil the scenes, whenever possible.
If you found any inconsistencies or errors, please contact me on my Discord Aradeid#8183.
If you have a question about things not present in the guide, you’re better off contacting the
dev through their official Discord at https://discord.gg/uVMyzFN8Vg

So let’s get started:

The first choice

Choosing NO will lead you to the same screen just with 100k bucks in your pocket.
While this may help you out, you will miss out on a big part of this game’s experience. The
grind in this game is very minor, and is accompanied by a ton of adorable ero-CGs, so
choosing YES is highly advised.

And so it begins:
In case you skipped through the entire intro, you are the Red Devil of Mondstadt Klee and
you really love to do pranks, especially on Jean, but the harsh reality is that you cannot get
anywhere without money, even as a 10(?) year old child. Luckily this friendly,
not-at-all-suspicious old man named Dion will pay good buck if you simply take pictures of
your friends. So nice of him!

https://discord.gg/uVMyzFN8Vg


The Eternal Grind:

Welcome to the wonderful world of “Teyvat but sexier”.
This is our hub of sorts. As you might have guessed, you navigate with the icons to “Take
Photos”, “Go somewhere on the map” and “Shop”.
Let’s start by actually listening to an adult for once, and do as Dion tells us. Take photos until
you have about 100 bucks mora. Don’t worry about the slow cash flow, you will eventually
get better sources of income.



Skipping:
You can speed things up by holding Ctrl on your keyboard, to skip through dialogue,
although that only affects already seen dialogue, which is very limited at the start.

If you want to speed things up even more, you can enable Skip Unseen Text in your
settings, but that is not recommended, as you may accidentally skip all the game’s content.

PRANK TIME

Poster Paper:

It is time we visit Hu Tao or Hooty (by tapping the shopping bag icon), and buy our first tool,
Poster Paper.
With the new item in hand, we can go for Jean with
On map, bottom left section, find the small red dot labelled “Knights of favonius HQ”
Now choose the Funny Pictures Prank from the list.
Don’t worry about the other pranks, you cannot play them until you have the corresponding
item.
Now you can enjoy destroying Grandmaster Jean’s public appearance.
Prank Success!
(also Jean can now wear the Bad Girl costume, if you choose to buy it now)



Teyvat Travel Guide 1:

(How to find: This event randomly appears during photoshoots, after you do the Poster
Paper prank)
After grinding for some more mora, you will likely encounter this young man. He is looking
for models for his magazine. As the good samaritan we are, we recommend the best person
we know of, Jean. Oh he even gives us 200 bucks, funding our next prank.

Teyvat Travel Guide 1 continuation:

(How to find: Visit Jean’s office after meeting the young man)
Time to discover what came off that photoshoot. Go visit Jean in her office.
I recommend SAVING here as this event is not repeatable.



Make Jean Sneeze:

Just like with Poster Paper, we head for Hooty, buy a Step Ladder, and select the prank in
Jean’s office. While doing our prank we discover some weird sounds coming from the
Cathedral, I wonder what that’s all about. Well, for now we continue shamelessly degrading
Jean in public.

With this prank, we also get access to a much more lucrative grinding spot, Shower Room
and Private Areas. Grind here for the next prank if needed. You also get access to Barbara,
and Jean is now fine with wearing the Schoolgirl Costume.



Cathedral Peephole:

(requires clearing the Make Jean Sneeze prank)
It is time we investigate the strange sounds from the wall!
Buy the Drill from Hooty for 300. Grind for mora if needed, it should be easier now that the
second photoshoot spot is available.
The Drill is in Junk as opposed to your usual Prank Tools.
Ask Barbara about the strange noises to get her flustered
On the map, choose one of the red dots in the top left corner, marked as “Cathedral”
Barbara is not very helpful but this conversation is required.
Chat with Barbara for an extra polaroid and some quick cash.
Time to visit the wall.
On the map, choose the dot right next to Cathedral, marked as “Cathedral Wall”
Now we visit the wall again, to finally learn the truth! The wall is now called a Peephole btw.
We visit the wall 4 more times, until we are busted and get 200 mora.
It’s a new scene every time though.
You can rewatch them all later by visiting the Peephole after getting discovered.

After this event, you can now find Rosaria at the Cathedral.



Buy Strong Booze:

When you have 500 mora, you should buy some alcohol from dear Hooty. But would you
look at that, even she isn’t irresponsible enough to sell booze to a kid. We should definitely
ask Lisa for help. We should visit her immediately
On the map, right next to Jean’s location, you can find a “Library”
Oh no, Lisa too needs some help. This small purchase is becoming an RPG fetch quest. But
at least you learn about the Comfy Room.

Time to do Lisa’s part of the quest. We visit Jean again. Jean didn’t fall for the bait, we’ll
have to inform Lisa. Looks like Lisa was not ready for our visit, but Klee is not known for her
tact, so we immediately visit Lisa again, and ask her about the booze. Fetch quest complete,
and we can now buy the booze.



Drunk as a Skunk:

After helping Lisa deal with her love life, we can get back to pranking Jean. Purchase your
prank booze. Enjoy the mixer gone wrong gone sexual!
Jean will now wear the Bikini Armor if asked.

Drunk as a Skunk continuation:

Randomly when you visit Jean, after completing Drunk as a Skunk, this very bold costume.
This is not rewatchable, so you may wanna save, if you want to see it again someday. Oh
hey, we get a free outfit out of this!



Help Lisa Prank Jean:

It’s time to check on Lisa again, ask her about that prank.
As per Lisa’s request, we take pictures in Shower Room and Private Areas until we
encounter a very special butt.
Now that we have met Mona, we should immediately see her in her Cottage, on the map.
Her location can be hard to find. At the bottom middle of the map, you can see it close to the
city wall.
We talk to her about Lisa, and then report to Lisa again. May the prank commence.
Lisa tells us to not visit the comfy room, but we just got access to it, so you know what
comes next
Go back to the library, and choose Comfy Room



Comfy Room:

Just visit the Comfy Room a bunch of times for a random assortment of items and scenes.
As of 1.5 you may find

● A very relaxed Traveler
● A very relaxed Eula
● Jean and Lisa hanging out together some more
● A free costume for Lisa + a Naku Weed needed for potions
● Some free cash 👀

You know you’ve seen everything when a scene selection screen pops up.

Help Mona Make Mora:

Not repeatable. Save to replay.



Visit Mona. Chat with her if you haven’t done it before, for another polaroid.
Ask her about making mora.
It is time to be a nice person, and help our friend in need.
And how else can we help her besides asking the one loaded guy we know.
It is time to visit Dion.
On the map, find Dion’s House at the very edge of your map, bottom right to be exact
Visit Mona again.
100 more mora for us!

Help Mona Make MORE Mora:

(Requires clearing Mona’s previous quest as well as the Hole in the Wall prank)
Not repeatable. Save to replay.
We visit Mona again, and ask her about making mora.
Since she is asking so nicely, we have to indulge her!
Talk to Dion again.
Now go to Hooty, and pick up her Parcel
Back to Mona we go!
Enjoy the event. You will receive 200 bucks and a new costume for her too!



Send Mona to Make Mora:

Not repeatable. Save to replay.
We visit Mona again, and see a new dialogue option. Send her to make more mora.
Easy 300 mora for you. Really makes you wonder what is Mona even paying you for at this
point.

Teyvat Travel Guide 2:

After establishing a source of income for Mona (clearing Help Mona Make More Mora), you
may now visit Jean for a new photoshoot event. Him showing up is random. You may want to
do something else and then occasionally visit Jean to find him.



To see the results of your hard work, simply visit Lisa in the library.
Also get 300 more mora.

Teyvat Travel Guide 3:

After getting busted by Rosaria in the Cathedral Peephole questline and getting the
previous TTG, you want to visit the cathedral. If you see Barbara, leave and come again.
The odds of seeing Rosaria are only 50%. If you immediately see boobs, you’re at the right
place. You get 20 mora for this. Man, a horny prankster’s job doesn’t pay much these days.
Also Latex Nun costume will be in store after visiting the peephole again.



Barbara’s Secrets:

Back to destroying Jean’s life we go.
Grind for some mora, if needed. You will need 550 for the next tool.
As always buy the diary, choose the prank in Jean’s office.
Hope you weren’t too hyped to lewd your local idol Barbara, cause she won’t show up here.
This one really did not go according to keikaku. Prank successful anyway, I guess?
Jean will now agree to wear the Naked Apron costume btw.

Barbara’s Secrets continuation:

After clearing the Barbara’s Secrets prank, while taking pictures in the second area, you
may encounter a polaroid-less event, where Klee complains about not seeing Jean when



she was supposed to show up. As a concerned citizen, we visit Jean to see if she’s ok. This
event does not develop the story, but at least you get to see your player character for once.

Mystery Potion:

You know the rules 🎶 And so do I 🎶
Grind for some mora, until you hit 600.
We buy the Mystery Potion to discover it is unfinished. What a scam.
It is time to visit the newly unlocked Sucrose and ask for her help.
Head for Top left part of your map called “Alchemy Bench”



Sucrose is nice enough to fix the potion for free, even providing us with fanservice in the
process. With the potion ready, we immediately feed it to Jean, by choosing the Potion
prank.
Then we visit her again, to see the fruits of our labour. It seems like Jean hit puberty for a
second time.

Mystery Potion continuation:

We can now visit Dion through to see the conclusion of this prank.
Looks like our favourite old man has finally been rewarded for all the money he has invested
in us. He even paid us some extra, what a great guy!



Hole in the Wall:

We photograph our way to 650 mora and buy the Debate Club. Time to bring Klee’s
destructive power to a new level, and break a literal hole in the wall. We choose the
corresponding prank in Jean’s office, and now we can finally scratch the “stuck girl” spot
from our fetish bingo card for this game.

From completing this prank, we now have access to the most lucrative photo spot, Dion’s
Recommendations. You can now fill your pokedex- I mean photo album completely!

Jean’s Phone Prank:

From clearing Barbara’s Secrets you will gain access to Jean’s phone, which can be found
when visiting her office.



Here you can check Jean’s photo gallery or discover her solo adventures through text
messages.
After clearing the Hole in the Wall prank, you may also write a message for a new prank.
The game specifically checks whether Dion’s Recommendation has been visited, so you
have to take at least one random picture to access this.
At Jean’s office -> Check Jean’s Phone -> Send a Message
Now we visit Jean again, check her phone, and read Message 3.
Here comes the hardest part, we grind Dion’s Recommendation until we get a full on scene
with Jean. This event is repeatable and can be encountered more than once.

Hilichurl Bait:

After completing Barbara’s Secrets you may wanna visit and talk to Dion for a special
event.
And from the title you may have guessed, the hilichurl are finally getting some action as well.
Our new destination is
Hillichurl camp, rightmost part of the map
Bait has been set, now we go and report Dion.
Don’t worry about your next choice, you can replay the event and see both outcomes.
Just visit the Outrider’s Camp at the same location.
This quest gives us access to the hot springs.



Alchemy bench:

From the Mystery Potion quest, we now have access to the Alchemy Bench via:
Move to Area -> Mondstadt Central -> Alchemy Bench
Here you can make potions, well… only one potion, as far as 1.4 goes.
The Aphrodisiac Potion requires the Naku Weed (which you can randomly find in Lisa’s
Comfy Room). You also need 300 bucks, but you should already have those if you followed
the guide, otherwise it’s grind time for you.
You make the potion. Sucrose being the nice girl she is, lets you test the potion on herself.
You may now use this potion on Lisa in her Library and on Eula in the Hot Springs.

There is also a dissolving potion, which is incomplete as of 1.5, but still has some fanservice
just from making it. Try making it, then visit Hooty, and chat with the ghostly dude



Katheryne’s quests:

If you haven’t discovered it yourself, the main menu’s Katheryne is actually clickable. In this
screen you can see quests and claim their respective rewards. One of these should already
be complete. The other one is easy to clear at this point. Just click on the checkmarked ones
to get their rewards.

Photographer:

So you got all these primos from Katheryne, but you don’t know what to do with them?
If you cleared TTG3, visit the spot where the peephole used to be, and find this DDLC
escapee hanging out. Here you can buy new TTGs and check out the old ones, all for the
low low price of your soul 50 primogems.



End of the line:
These are all the quests you can see in version 1.5
So what now you ask? There’s all the costumes for the girls. You can see the details in the
Girls section. There’s also the Hot Springs if you have not visited those yet. There’s some
random scenes that may trigger once you’ve progressed enough on certain questlines. You
can also complete the whole photo album. Check with Dion to see your progress.
Support the creator on Patreon, discuss the game on F95, or on Discord.

Hot springs:

If you helped Dion with his Hilchurl Bait experiment, you now have access to the Hot
Springs, at the top right corner of your map.
This is the most sandbox-y area of the game. On every visit you get a random ASSortment
of 2 girls. By pressing See Who Else is Here, you can cycle through all girls and find
whoever your victim for tonight is.
I recommend testing out all options for each girl. For Jean even her talk has some
fanservices, and maybe future versions will let you lewd other girls too just by holding a
conversation.
Below you can see the list of all girls you can find here and what exactly is available to them.
In this location you may find Lisa, Eula, Amber, Mona, Hu Tao, Jean, Noelle, Fischl, Rosaria,
Sucrose, Barbara, and Lumine. Everyone except for Jean can be talked to and attacked.
Jean however gets a special prank option.
Eula can only be hornyfied if you crafted an Aphrodisiac Potion.

https://www.patreon.com/PinkMochiDango
https://f95zone.to/threads/klee-prank-adventure-v1-3-pinkmochidango.90885/
https://discord.gg/uVMyzFN8Vg


Special polaroids:

There are certain polaroids that can only be obtained outside of Take Pictures for Dion.
Currently these polaroids are:

● Talk to Mona in her default outfit
● Talk to Barbara in her default outfit
● Talk to Lisa in her slutty witch outfit
● Clear Katheryne’s commissions
● Attack Lumine in Hot Springs
● Try making the dissolving potion and chat with ghost at Hooty’s
● Visit Jean after the Barbara’s Secrets prank, there’s a random 20% chance to see a

special event that will net you a polaroid

Random events that didn’t fit anywhere:
After completing Help Mona Make MORE Mora when visiting Mona, you may see her being
hard at work.
When visiting Lisa in the Library you may encounter Fischl for a short scene. Not sure what
unlocks this one. Definitely available after Help Lisa Prank Jean is complete.
When visiting Barbara in the Cathedral there’s a chance you will see her very busy with a
bunch of people. I’m not yet sure what unlocks this one.
All choices from giving clothes can be repeated so you can see all outcomes when there is
an option.
Chatting with girls results in a different event for each outfit. Some or even erotic, like Lisa’s
slutty witch outfit, or Barbara’s default outfit.



Girls:

Jean
Location:
Move to Area -> Grandmaster’s Office

Events:
Funny Pictures
Make Jean Sneeze
Drunk as a Skunk
Barbara’s Secrets
Mystery Potion
Hole in Wall
Send Message on Phone
Teyvat Travel Guide 1
Teyvat Travel Guide 2
Hot Spring events

Outfits:
Bad Girl (bought from Hu Tao)
Schoolgirl (bought from Hu Tao)
Bikini Armor (bought from Hu Tao)
Naked Apron (bought from Hu Tao)
Skimpy Kimono (obtained from Drunk as a Skunk
continuation)

Lisa
Location:
Library -> Library

Events:
Help Lisa Prank Jean
Random Fischl event when visiting library
Comfy Room event with Jean
Comfy Room event 2 with Jean
Teyvat Travel Guide 2
Aphrodisiac Potion

Outfits:
Slutty Witch Outfit (obtained from visiting Comfy Room)



Mona
Location:
Mona’s Cottage

Events:
Help Mona Make Mora
Help Mona Male MORE Mora
Send Mona to Make Mora
Random event with customer when visiting her
Teyvat Travel Guide 2
Hot Spring events

Outfits:
Whore Outfit (unlocked from Help Mona Make MORE Mora)

Hu Tao/Hooty
Location:
Go Shopping

Events:
Ghost event while making dissolving potion
Hot Spring events



Rosaria
Location:
Cathedral 50% chance of appearing

Events:
2 peephole events
Teyvat Travel Guide 3
Hot Spring events

Outfits:
Latex Nun (after completing Teyvat Travel Guide 3, ask Hu
Tao about the outfit, then buy it)

Barbara
Location:
Cathedral 50% chance of appearing

Events:
2 peephole events
Hot Spring events



Amber
Location:
Outrider Camp

Events:
Hilichurl Bait
Hot Spring events

Outfits:
Rags (choose to escape in Hilichurl Bait event)

Sucrose
Location:
Alchemy Bench

Events:
Mystery Potion (while making it)
Aphrodisiac Potion (while making it)
Hot Springs events



Eula
Location:
Can only be found in Hot Spring right now

Events:
Aphrodisiac Potion (while making it)
Hot Springs events

Noelle
Location:
Can only be found in Hot Spring right now

Events:
Hot Springs events



Fischl
Location:
Can only be found in Hot Spring right now

Events:
Hot Springs, talk only
Cameo in random Library event

Lumine
Location:
Can only be found in Hot Spring right now

Events:
Hot Springs, talk only
Cameo in random Comfy Room event



Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ):
Q: I bought the photo album very late. Do I have to rediscover all the polaroids?
A: No, the polaroids are registered whether or not you own the album, but you can only
review them after buying it.

Q: I have followed the guide to a T, how come I cannot access some of the content?
A: Are you using a save file from an older version? Some content requires a brand new save
file to trigger correctly. You’ll have to restart from a new game.

Q: How do I access a random event? I have completed all the requirements, I keep visiting
the location, but nothing happens.
A: Take a few pictures. Some “time” needs to pass for events to happen.

Changelog:
V1.1 Updated to game version 1.5, changed routing to reduce grind, adjusted location to the
existence of map
V1.0 Updated to game version 1.4u
V0.2 Fixed Barbara's Secrets Continuation and recolored Jean
V0.1 Created general draft for guide


